Agri-Retail

Christmas Tree Sales

**Least Protection**

1. Producer supplies customer with chain saw or axe; verbal directions to tree sites only; no tree cart provided for customer's use.

2. Producer supplies customer with hand saw; verbal directions to tree site only; no tree cart provided for customer's use.

3. Producer harvests some trees by cutting or digging; customer can select and cut a tree by hand with no supervision; directions and safety rules posted/verbally presented; tree cart available for customer's use.

4. Producer harvests some trees, bales or balls and burlaps, and loads trees for customer; customer can select and cut their own trees with a hand saw with supervision; tree cart available for customer's use.

5. Producer harvests, bales or balls and burlaps, and loads trees for customer.

**Most Protection**

---

SaferFarm.org is a collaboration between the National Farm Medicine Center and Penn State University, supported by the following funding: CDC-NIOSH U54-OH009568 National Children’s Center for Rural and Agricultural Health and Safety; CDC-NIOSH U54 OH010170 Upper Midwest Agricultural Safety and Health Center. See Saferfarm.org for more information.